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Introduction:
The Toy Train Measurement System was developed to allow hobbyists and others
interested to investigate the energy use and efficiency of AC powered toy train
locomotives and motors. Unlike dynamometers, which perform measurements on a
stationary locomotive driving a load with its wheels, this system is intended to measure a
locomotive’s performance while pulling a train on actual track. In its simplest sense, it is
simply an AC Wattmeter that measures the AC power being drawn by a locomotive
under any circumstances. When coupled with measurement of the time to make one
circuit of a circle of track, one can measure the power needed to pull a given train at a
particular speed in scale miles per hour. If the cars of the train (and perhaps the
locomotive) have been “calibrated”, so that the mechanical power to pull the train at that
given speed is known, one can find the efficiency of the locomotive, and perhaps of the
motor. This can be useful in comparing different locomotives, and especially in
determining if a locomotive’s motor is inefficient. If a motor is inefficient, the energy
lost is manifest as heat which can potentially damage the motor. It was to investigate that
kind of issue that the Toy Train Measurement System was originally developed. In its
current state of development it measures AC power for either O or Standard / Wide gauge
toy trains.
The Toy train Measurement System (henceforth, “the system”) consists of several
parts. A circle of track is needed, and a transformer having at least one variable Voltage.
A PC running Windows 7 (or XT) having at least one free USB port is needed to host the
system application. The measurement “board” or circuit is the hardware device used to
make the measurements. It is connected to the PC via USB cable. A power resistor of .1
to 1 Ohms is needed to allow the measurement of current. Finally, a train detection
device can be used (optionally). A Z-Stuff block signal can serve as such a train
detection device. The system is shown in diagram form in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1. System Overview
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A photo of a “perfboard” version of the measurement unit is shown in Figure 2.
The unit can be built with hobbyist techniques as shown here, or built using an existing
microcontroller support system, the “DEMOJM” board, from Freescale Semiconductor,
or it can be built on a printed circuit card. Notice the USB “B end” connector at the
bottom right, the connection to the PC, which also serves as the source of electrical
power to the unit. The transformer is connected to the red and green binding posts. The
red and black binding posts connect to the track. Notice the power resistor visible
between the black and green terminals. (This one happens to be .5 Ohms.) Nothing is
connected to the yellow terminal here, instead pushbutton 1 is manually pressed when the
train passes a particular spot on the track. The pushbuttons on the lower left corner are
numbered 1 to 4. The LED’s above them are numbered 1 to 4 (top row) and 5 to 8
(bottom row). The power switch and a power on LED indicator are in the bottom right
corner. The red “daughter card” holds the microcontroller that does the computations in
the unit. Just above it to the left is a reset button.

Figure 2 Measurement Unit (perfboard variety)
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A higher Voltage transformer is desirable, since some Voltage will be lost across
the current measuring resistance. The Lionel type Z or V may be the best, as they supply
up to 25 Volts. Higher Voltage is particularly needed for many Standard gauge
locomotives.
At this time it is not known whether the system will run properly on later system
software than Windows 7; it has not yet been tested. The software will run on a dual boot
Apple Intel PC running Windows 7 (or XT), but will probably not run correctly under an
emulator such as “Fusion” or “Virtual PC”. At least, that has been the experience with
this to date.
The Z-Stuff signals provide an output which indicates whether a train has passed
within the last 4 seconds, which can be used to measure time per circuit. However, those
signals can be used only at relatively slow speeds (about one circuit per four seconds or
slower). One can simply press a button on the board to do the timing manually instead,
or a relatively simple photodetection circuit can be used. (The Voltage supplied for this
purpose may not exceed 5 Volts.)
The track should be relatively clean so that it will make consistent electrical
contact with the locomotive. It is best to use two track connectors on opposite sides of
the circle instead of just one. That makes the electrical path more uniform around the
circle. Soldered connections to the rails are better than using a lock-on, which may in
some cases make less than an ideal contact.
Software Installation:
The PC application software needed can be provided on a thumb drive or some
other appropriate medium for file exchange. The folder contains the application
executable, a needed file titled “Car calibration data.txt”, and a “driver” file. Copy the
folder to a convenient place on the computer’s hard drive. Make a “shortcut” (alias) for
the application, and put it on the desktop or some other place where you can use it to start
up the application. (The application has a generic icon with the initials “MFC” in blocks.
“MFC” stands for “Microsoft Foundation Classes”, a set of software development tools
used for developing the application using Microsoft Visual Studio 2008.)
After moving the application to your computer, connect the Measuring Unit to the
PC using a USB cable. Windows will not initially recognize the device that has been
connected. You will be prompted by a “wizard” to designate a driver. Point the wizard
to the driver file that is in the installation folder. You will receive warnings of a dire fate
for installing this driver, but it should be fine; I have never had a problem with it. (It was
supplied by a company, CMX, that sells microcontroller development products for the
Freescale semiconductor products for “generic human interface devices.”)
Now, after the USB driver is installed, you should see LEDs on the measurement
unit light up to indicate that it is powered. At this point you are ready to start the PC
application by double clicking on the application icon or the shortcut to it. If you try to
start up the application without the measurement unit connected, or if the driver is not
properly installed, you will get an “Initialization Failed” dialog box leaving no choice but
to exit. (The application will create two new files in the application folder, “dataout.txt”
containing a report on measurement activities, and “outfile.txt” which contains debugging
information, and can be safely ignored.) What you should see on the screen is shown in
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Figure 3, the application window. On startup most fields will be blank. The Voltage and
Current measurements will be near zero, assuming the transformer is not turned on yet.

Figure 3 Dialog Window for Toy Train Measurement System application on startup
When you first attach the measurement unit to the PC, LEDs 1,2,3,4 and 8 will normally
come on. Subsequently, as the measurement unit starts sending data to the PC, LED 6
will come on, but it will blink off once per second to indicate each message
communicating Voltage, Current, and Phase as well as other data back to the PC. It does
this whether the application on the PC is running or not. (If for some reason the
measurement unit is not behaving this way, you can try pressing the reset button, or if
necessary disconnect the USB connection then reconnect it.) The USB connection needs
to be in place and the measurement unit powered before the transformer is powered on.
When the application first starts, the indications of Voltage and Current will be
close to zero. The Phase indication is rather random and meaningless, and there may be a
time or speed value but these are initially meaningless. The appearance seen in Figure 3
above is typical. (The LEDs and pushbuttons 2 and 3 really are not needed and can be
omitted if the person building the unit does not wish to include them. They allow for
future features.) At this point the software can be installed and working.
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Operation as a Wattmeter:
The most basic way of using the system is simply to measure the power being
consumed by the locomotive, that is, as a Wattmeter. Measuring AC power is more
difficult that for DC. If one measures DC Voltage and Current, the Power in Watts is
simply the product. That is not generally true for AC. If one put an AC Voltmeter and
and AC Ammeter on the wires to the track, one could multiply those measurements to get
a quantity called “VoltAmperes,” also in Watts. For a resistive load like a light bulb,
where the current is in phase with the Voltage, this is also equal top Power consumed.
But when Voltage and Power are not exactly in phase, the power actually consumed is
less than the measured VoltAmperes. That is because during part of the cycle, where the
direction of Voltage and Current are opposite, current is being pushed against the
Voltage. During such intervals the load is actually supplying power rather than
consuming it. The larger the phase difference between Voltage and Current, the less
power is being absorbed by the load. At 90 degrees (say, a pure capacitor or inductor)
the power consumed is zero, even though the indicated AC Voltage and Current may be
large. This is why it is important to measure phase, as the system does. The phase for a
typical toy train locomotive motor is about 20 to 30 degrees, and depends on the motor
and load. Figure 4 below is a diagram that shows how during the AC cycle the motor is
alternately supplying or absorbing power from the tracks.

Figure 4 Calculation of AC Power for 45° Current Phase Lag
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Measuring true AC power is perhaps the most important reason that this project
was undertaken. Wattmeters are hard to find, and most of those readily available are
designed to work at 120 Volts for purposes of measuring power consumption of
household appliances, or in an industrial setting. If one can measure true AC power, or
even just phase, it is possible to make other calculations one might desire manually or
with the aid of a spreadsheet.
The system continuously measures AC Voltage, Current and Phase. Averaged
values are reported back to the PC once per second and displayed on the screen. As a
diagnostic tool, the software internal to the measurement unit will insert artificial
instantaneous Voltage and Current values for these quantities instead of those measured.
If the button “LED4” is clicked on the screen, the Voltage should be 18.424 Volts, the
Current should be 3.067 Amperes, and the phase should be 36 degrees. (You will also
see LED4 go off.) Figure 5 below shows the screen for such a case, and also shows some
of the other fields as filled in by the user. You can return to actual values just by clicking
LED4 on the screen again. (At this time there is no field in the application to show
current power, but that data is available for insertion into a report as discussed later. One
can calculate power by multiplying Voltage by Current, and then multiplying by the
cosine of the phase.)

Figure 4 Toy Train Measurement System Application during operation
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Calibration and the current measuring resistor:
The software in the PC assumes that the current measuring resistor is 1 Ohm. It is
possible that a different value would be preferred. For example, if a toy train locomotive
is drawing 5 Amperes (not at all unusual for standard gauge equipment), then 5 Volts
from the transformer will be lost across the current measuring resistor. Furthermore, the
resistor itself dissipates power equal to current squared times resistance, 25 Watts for this
case. (I have used four 4 Ohm 5 Watt resistors in parallel, but they will get very hot and
can’t be used continuously at such a high current.)
The file “Car calibration data.txt” may include a last line that allows the current
measuring resistance to be specified with any value from .09 Ohms to 1.2 Ohms. That
line is formatted as shown below:
RI=1.00 Ohms Vadj=1.00
The number of digits after the decimal is variable and the number of spaces
doesn’t matter, as long as the entire line is not too long. By putting “RI=0.5 Ohms” one
could use a resistance of that value instead of the default 1 Ohm. The smaller the
resistance, however, the greater the loss of accuracy due to the Voltage across the current
measuring resistance getting small relative to the systems analog to digital converter.
That’s the reason for putting the floor value at about .1 Ohms.
If one wants to use a 1 Ohm resistor (of sufficient power) and still get a large
Voltage to the locomotive, a useful technique is to use a fixed Voltage transformer that is
inserted between the variable transformer and the green terminal on the measuring unit. I
have used a 5V 10A “filament transformer” for that purpose. One must properly “phase”
the connections so that the extra transformer adds to the AC Voltage instead of
subtracting.
The components used in the measurement circuits of the measuring unit are not
precision quality. For example, 5 percent tolerance resistors have been used in the
networks that supply Voltages to the analog to digital converters. So, without
adjustment, one cannot expect the accuracy of the Voltage and Current measurements to
be any better than within 5%, although the relative values for different measurements will
be better. It is possible to adjust the measurements using the “Car calibration data.txt”
file. If you measure the Voltage supplied to the track with a highly accurate meter, and
the measurement indicated by the PC measurement application is too low, increase the
value “Vadj” in the file from 1.00 to a larger number. The value Vadj is a multiplier
applied within the application for just this purpose. So, if the readings were 5% low, an
appropriate adjustment might be accomplished with “Vadj=1.0526”. This can be tried
and further adjustments made. The application reads in the Car calibration data file upon
startup, so if you change the file (using Notepad or some other editor) you need to quit
and restart. Notice that this adjustment will also affect the artificial values shown when
LED4 is pressed, so one can observe the effects even when the transformer is not on.
In like manner, one can adjust the current to calibrate it to the reading of an
accurate meter by adjusting the value given for the current measuring resistor up or
down. If the measuring device reads too low, increase the value of RI, or vice versa.
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Measuring speed:
One very important bit of raw data that needs to be measured is the speed of the
locomotive (and its train). The system supports doing this. Two methods are available to
use: manual and automatic.
In manual mode, pushbutton 1, on the bottom left corner of the measurement unit,
acts like a stopwatch. When it is pressed, the time since the last time it was pressed is
presented on the screen. (There is a limit to the largest time that can be so represented. If
you wait too long, you will see a negative time! The time maximum of about 65 seconds
should be sufficient for the practical purpose of measuring the time for a train to
complete one circuit of circular track. So, do not be alarmed at seeing a negative time or
one too small if a long time elapses between when the button is pushed.
The way pushbutton 1 is intended to be used is that the user presses it when the
train reaches a certain point on the track, say, even with a particular tie. Every time the
locomotive comes by, the button is pressed. The time in between is displayed, and the
scale speed based on the time since the last time the button is pressed is displayed. That
scale speed is then available to be put into a report. (If you didn’t think you got a good
measurement of speed, keep pressing the button on each circuit. Once a good speed is
recorded, leave it; don’t continue to press the button. The values for time and speed will
stay constant.)
Pushbutton 1 (and also pushbuttons 2 to 4) are displayed in the application dialog
box. This is primarily for diagnostic purposes and for possible future enhancements. The
pushbuttons are sampled for this purpose only once per second, so it is possible that if
you are pushing pushbutton 1 for timing purposes, you won’t see it on the screen. Do not
be alarmed; the button push is noticed, and should show up within a second as a revised
time. Also, pushbutton 1 for this purpose is “sticky”. When it is pushed, later buttoin
releases and pushes within a second are not noticed; it looks to the speed measuring
algorithm as if the button had been left pushed the entire period. This is to facilitate
optical detectors. You don’t want them to mistake seeing successive cars in the train as
the locomotive having completed a circuit.
The other way of measuring speed is similar to that described by manually
pushing button 1, but the button is pushed electronically. A Z-Stuff signal can be used
for this. Connect the signal’s black wire to the track power ground (black binding post)
and the red wire to the track power hot (red binding post). The signal’s white “output”
signal is connected to the measuring unit’s yellow binding post, which is shunted to the
switch 1 input to the microcontroller making the measurements. Now, when the signal
senses the train passing, it turns red and pushes button 1 for 4 seconds. Once four
seconds have elapsed, the signal turns yellow and button 1 is released. After another few
seconds the signal will turn green if the train is going slow enough. If the train returns
while the signal is still yellow, it turns red again and again presses the button. The
problem is that if the train is going fast enough, the signal just stays red and button is
never released, so no time measurement is made. So, the limit on train speed using the ZStuff signal is a bit less than 50 scale mph. An electronic circuit that is quicker can also
be used, and the “sticky” feature of pushbutton 1 sensing should ensure that only revisits
of the engine at the same track result in the time being taken.
Speed is measured by using the time, then calculating a speed based on the track
gauge. For O gauge, an O-31 circle is assumed, so the circumference of the circle is
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The calculation of scale speed is done using the following basic data. (The diameters are
as measured on the test track used for system development. It was found that MTH
Standard gauge track diameter is slightly larger.)
O gauge
Standard gauge
Gauge
1.25 inches
2.125 inches
Track circle diameter (c-c):
29.25 inches
41.34 inches
Calculated scale (56.5in/gauge)
45.2 in/in
26.6 in/in
Actual speed (inches/second)= track diameter (inches) * pi / time per circuit (sec)
Scale speed = Actual speed (in/sec)/calculated scale * 63360 in/mile * 3600 sec/hour
Operation as a Characterization tool:
The intended main mode of operation for the system is as a tool to characterize
the power and efficiency versus speed for toy train locomotives. As the locomotive is run
under different conditions, data is accumulated in a file that can then be printed out or
used as a source for making graphs in Excel or other analytic uses. Most of the buttons
and fields in the application dialog window support this use.
When the application is started up, a new file named “dataout.txt” is created.
Initially it simply has one line “Trains Data Output File”. The fields in the application
dialog box labeled “Owner”, “Date” “Scale” and “Locomotive manufacturer, Number,
description” provide a place where the user can type in information that will be placed at
the head of the file. Once this is filled in and the user clicks “Print Header”, this
information is transferred into the file. The example below shows how this will appear:
Trains Data Output File
Owner: JBGilmer
Date: 8/18/15
Locomotive Manufacture: Lionel 2046
Scale: O
Test Conditions: normal, AC
The only one of these fields that has particular importance is to the system is
“Scale”. If the first letter is “O” the system assumes O scale and O-32 track. If the first
letter is anything else, the system assumes Standard or Wide gauge. (More options such
as O-27 and different radii could be added to the system later, but that hasn’t been done
yet. Using other radii requires custom calibration for each, as described later.)
It is assumed that the user will run the locomotive under test with a variety of
different consists, or loads, and for each run the train at a variety of speeds. So, the next
thing that is normally done is to add to the application dialog a specification of what load
is being pulled. Normally, one would label the first as load 1, and the second as load 2,
etc. However, the name of each load doesn’t really matter. What is critical is that the
cars in the load are properly identified in the field “Load (list all cars separated by
commas.)”. The point here is that to measure the mechanical power, it is necessary to
know how much power is needed to pull a given car around the track as a given speed.
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The “Car calibration data.txt” file has that information. Shown below is an excerpt of
that file. For each car, the power is given for a given speed. For some cars, more data is
available than for others, so power calculations made for those will usually be better.
Car calibration data 11 cars
Iv195cbs 3 points
52.49 mph .8022 W
58.57 mph .9445 W
64.07 mph 1.12485 W
Iv190tnk 4 points
50.55 mph .8151 W
51.89 mph .7931 W
62.89 mph 1.1042 W
74.58 mph 1.3909 W
Iv192Rfr 1 points
59.337 mph 1.4165 W
Iv191Cke 1 points
97.49 mph 1.4898 W
Iv193Stk 3 points
38.66 mph 1.0108 W
56.16 mph 1.6433 W
70.71 mph 2.2298 W
Loco3241 3 points
32.49 mph 1.4695 W
57.34 mph 2.9023 W
66.09 mph 3.6049 W

So, if for “Load 1” the locomotive is pulling just one car, for example just the Ives
number 195 caboose, one would simply identify the load as “Iv195cbs”. If the train is
going exactly 52.49 scale mph, it is expected that the power needed to pull the caboose at
that speed is .8022 Watts. So, at that speed the power delivered to the train is .8022
Watts, and the locomotive efficiency is that power divided by the electrical power to the
train. If one wanted the efficiency of the motor itself rather than the locomotive, the
locomotive needs to be part of the load. That’s why there is a “Loco3241” entry. That’s
the power to pull an unpowered locomotive of that type around the track at various
speeds (including the mechanical friction inside the motor). Keep in mind that this
calibration data was measured for a particular Ives 195 caboose (or other type); other cars
of that type may have somewhat different characteristics. The power at different speeds
can vary significantly depending on the condition of the car and the state of lubrication.
Figure 6 shows this data in graphical form.
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Figure 6 Car Calibration data in graphical form
The algorithm for calculating power in the measurement application in effect
interpolates or extrapolates this data linearly. (Perhaps in the future a better algorithm
that assumes an appropriate curve will be substituted, but that has been beyond the scope
of work performed to date.) If a car has only one point defining its curve, the power at
speeds lower than for that point will result in overestimated power, and speeds higher
will result in underestimated power. Notice that the power requirements of fairly similar
cars, all freight types with similar 4 wheel trucks, varies by about a factor of two between
the car with the least friction (a refurbished coke car) and that with the most friction (a
well used stock car in unmodified condition). Without having specific data for particular
cars, the caboose or tank car data seems to be about the most typical, and the same car
identifier could be used repeatedly for each car. (Notice that the newer 3243 locomotive
presents a much larger mechanical load than an early 3241; this reflects particularly the
changed gear ratio for the motor; the 3243 motor must spin faster at a given speed.)
A load listing of “Iv195cbs, Iv190tnk”, would show that the train consisted of
those two cars. Once this is done for a given load, a header for that set of data can be
printed with the button “Print Loads”. The report file is extended by a set of column
headers for the data to follow. An example file to this point is shown below. (Tab
spacing variations can cause problems when pasting into another kind of document, for
example a Word document as here. That perhaps needs to be fixed by avoiding the use of
tabs. However, tabs are advantageous when reading data into Excel.)
Trains Data Output File 1
Owner: JBGilmer
Date: 8/18/15
Locomotive Manufacture: Ives 3243 blue
Scale: Wide
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Test Conditions: normal, AC
Load 1: Iv195cbs, Iv190tnk
Voltage Current Phase PowerTime Speed
Pull MPower
Efficiency
(Volts) (Amps) (deg) (Watts)(sec) (Ft/Sec/Scale mph) (lbs)
(Watts)(percent)
At this point the user has specified what the first train consist, or load, consists of.
The train is put on the track. Now a series of measurements are made. I like to start at a
slow speed, just above a stall, and work up to higher speeds. That makes it easier to
construct a graph later if the data is moved into Excel. So, the train is powered uip, starts
moving, and the Voltage, Current, and Phase are displayed continuously on the screen.
The button is pushed (or a speed measuring device used) go get speeds. When the train
has reached a stable operating condition, the user presses the “Collect Data” button. This
collects an average Voltage based on the last 8 seconds’ worth of data, and likewise for
current and phase. The last available speed is used, and based on those data power and
efficiencies are calculated and printed to the file. Then, the transformer is turned up to a
bit higher Voltage, and the process repeated. After several such collections, the load can
be changed (and headers reprinted) and more data collected. In addition, the user can
type comments into the comments box and print them to the file too. An example of a
completed file is shown below. (This had to be reformatted a bit for Word. Note that
drawbar pull is not yet being calculated, but space is reserved for it.) As you can see, this
particular Ives 3243 with an early motor is not very efficient. The characterization runs
were terminated because the motor was overheating.
Trains Data Output File
Owner: John B Gilmer
Date: 7/10/15
Locomotive Manufacture: Ives 3243 early motor, orange
Scale: Wide
Test Conditions: AC at Woodbourne
Load 1:Iv195cbs
Voltage Current Phase Power Time Speed
Pull MPower
(Volts) (Amps) (deg) (Watts) (sec) (Ft/Sec/Scale mph) (lbs) (Watts)
16.291 3.318 34.3 44.654 7.27 39.349 26.83
0.41
17.129 3.615 33.5 51.635 6.02 47.508 32.39
0.50
18.586 3.914 31.3 62.158 4.16 68.688 46.83
0.72
19.328 4.040 30.6 67.211 3.67 77.809 53.05
0.82

Efficiency
(percent)
0.92
0.96
1.15
1.21

Load 2:Iv195cbs,Iv190tnk
Voltage Current Phase Power Time Speed
Pull MPower Efficiency
(Volts) (Amps) (deg) (Watts) (sec) (Ft/Sec/Scale mph) (lbs) (Watts)
(percent)
17.194 3.614 31.4 53.039 9.53 29.999 20.45
0.64 1.21
17.710 3.750 33.6 55.316 7.44 38.408 26.19
0.82 1.49
19.202 3.925 32.5 63.565 5.38 53.121 36.22
1.14 1.79
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Comments:
Problems with locomotive-overheating
After a user has completed the desired number of loads and runs desired for a
particular locomotive, the file should be closed by clicking the “New Report” button.
That closes the file and creates a new one with the name “dataout0.txt”, then for the next
one “dataout1.txt”, and so on. However, if the application is closed and restarted, the
sequence begins again. It is a good practice to copy or move the file elsewhere and give
it a name that reflects what it is, so that it will not be accidentally overwritten. At this
point there is no provision for the user giving custom file names or designating where
they should be placed. That’s a level of sophistication beyond the scope of what the
pro0ject could include to this point. If one makes an error or wants to discard data or add
annotations, that should be done in an editing program like Notepad after the file has
been closed and moved or renamed.
The “comments” field actually has a second use. If when “Print Loads” or
“Collect Data” is clicked, a car in the load list cannot be found, an error message is
printed n the comment box rather than the data to the file. The user should fix the error
then click “Print Loads” again. (If it is correct for “Print Loads”, it should still be correct
for “Collect Data.”) Errors on startup in the “Car calibration file.txt” file are also
reported in this field. They should be fixed and the application restarted.
The calculations performed include the calculation of force on the drawbar of the
car under test, and from that the power (in Watts) required for a given speed. (See
constants assumed for O and Standard gauge track diameter and gauge earlier.) The
mechanical power delivered to the train is simply the sum of the power needed to pull
each car at a given speed, extrapolated or interpolated from the car calibration data. (If
the locomotive is omitted from the car list, then the mechanical power needed to move
the locomotive itself is not included. For a steam locomotive, there is an issue whether to
include the tender with the locomotive or with the train. The method for calculating
electrical power was given earlier. The efficiency is the mechanical power delivered
divided by the electrical power measured. (For a locomotive with no cars, this is
necessarily zero. If just the locomotive is listed, the efficiency is that of the motor
delivering power to move just the locomotive itself. Normally just the cars are listed, so
the efficiency is the power used to actually haul the cars divided by electrical power
supplied.)
Mechanical Calibration:
Mechanical calibration is the process of developing the data to go in the “Car
calibration data.txt” file. What that involves is mechanically dragging each car around
the track at various speeds, and recording the force and speed for each point. The force
and speed are then used to calculate the power. Figure 7 shows how such a calibration
test rig is arranged.
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The circular track should be the same on which test runs will be made using the
measurement system, or track in as similar condition as possible. The critical component
is the drive lever, pivoted in the center of the track circle, having a pulley on which fine
but strong thread or string is wound. The pulley needs to be large enough so that the
distance the weight falls is practical to give several circuits of the track by the test car. I
found a 4 inch laundry cord pulley to be a very good compromise. It provided enough
pull at reasonable weights and allowed four circuits, one for the car to get up to speed and
three for time measurement with a stopwatch. (I used Dacron sail thread; it is good up to
about 15 pounds of force). Pulleys can be obtained at a hardware store. Toy train
transformers, buckets of bolts, and just about anything else can be used for weights. Be
aware that once there is enough weight to overcome friction, small additional weight
additions can result in large speed variations. Care is needed when the test cars approach
large speeds. It is also important to be careful when using heavy weights to pull large
Standard gauge locomotives around the track. The force on the lever with a 20 lb weight
is considerable. If the lever comes loose from the load it can reach dangerous speeds.
The speed and weight data developed from these mechanical calibration runs is
converted, most easily using a spreadsheet program, into the form found in the “Car
calibration data.txt” file.
The calculations are made as follows:
Force (lbf) = Weight (lb) * drive pulley diameter (in) / track radius (in)
Power (ft-lb/sec) = Force (lbf) * diameter (in) * pi /12 in/ft / time per circuit (sec)
Power (Watts) = Power (ft-lb/sec) * 1.35582
The table below gives an example of a spreadsheet used for this purpose. In this
particular case, various transformers (convenient heavy weights) with assorted bolts,
pliers, and other objects were used as drive weights. They were weighed using a kitchen
scale of the sort normally used to weigh food portions. (Later actual calibrated weights
were used, adding the need to convert from grams to pounds of force in making the
calculations.) Note also, the times and distance given were for four circuits of the track,
and the diameter of the pulley used for these was 2 3/8 in, made fronm two jar lids, and
not fully satisfactory. (That’s too small for large standard gauge locomotives.)
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Table: Spreadsheet used to calculate mechanical power
weight(lb)

force(lb)

dist(ft)

work(ft-lb)

time(sec)

power

power(W)

scale mph

5.67
6.21
6.95
7.49

0.549
0.601
0.672
0.725

43.29
43.29
43.29
43.29

23.75
26.01
29.11
31.37

no go
24
13.6
11.8

0.000
1.084
2.141
2.659

0.000
1.470
2.902
3.605

0.00
32.49
57.34
66.09

Loco2342

8.91
10.58

0.862
1.024

43.29
43.29

37.32
44.32

no go
25.3

0.000
1.752

0.000
2.375

0.00
30.82

Caboose

2.7
3.63
3.83
4.17

0.151
0.203
0.214
0.233

75.76
75.76
75.76
75.76

11.44
15.38
16.23
17.67

no go

0.000
0.592
0.697
0.830

0.000
0.802
0.944
1.125

0.00
52.49
58.57
64.07

2.7
3.83
3.63
4.17
4.43

0.151
0.214
0.203
0.233
0.248

75.76
75.76
75.76
75.76
75.76

11.44
16.23
15.38
17.67
18.77

no go

0.000
0.601
0.585
0.814
1.026

0.000
0.815
0.793
1.104
1.391

0.00
50.55
51.89
62.89
74.58

4.43
5.67

0.248
0.317

75.76
75.76

18.77
24.03

no go
23

0.000
1.045

0.000
1.416

0.00
59.34

Coke

3.63

0.203

75.76

15.38

14

1.099

1.490

97.48

Stock

5.67
6.21
6.95
7.49

0.317
0.347
0.389
0.419

75.76
75.76
75.76
75.76

24.03
26.32
29.45
31.74

no go
35.3
24.3
19.3

0.000
0.746
1.212
1.645

0.000
1.011
1.643
2.230

0.00
38.66
56.16
70.71

Loco2341

Tank

Reefer

26
23.3
21.3

27
26.3
21.7
18.3

The car calibration data file supplied with the system should allow at least a
reasonable estimate of numbers that could be used for other rolling stock. A more
complete set of calibration data simple has not been collected yet due to the more urgent
need to get the system developed and working.
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